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1. INTRODUCTION
Let D be the open unit disk in the complex plane and d the Lebesgue
Ž .measure on the boundary D of D, normalized so that  D  1. As
intermediate spaces between the Nevanlinna class N and the union of
p Ž . p Ž .Hardy spaces H p 0 , HardyOrlicz spaces N p 1 were intro-
 duced and have been studied by several authors. See 3, 8, 16, 17, 27 . The
Ž 1. Nevanlinna class N N , the Smirnov class N , and the class M of Kim
  p 11 may be considered as limiting classes of N as p 1 . We have the
following proper containment relations among these ‘‘Nevanlinna-type’’
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classes:
NNMN p N q 1 p q .Ž .
 See 1, 11, 16, 27 .
Let  be a holomorphic self-map of D. The composition operator
Ž .  pC f  f induced by  as an operator on the spaces N, N , and N
 into themselves has been studied for compactness. See 2, 3, 6, 16, 28 .
Our goal in this paper is to characterize those holomorphic self-maps 
of D that induce ‘‘metrically bounded’’ or ‘‘metrically compact’’ operators
C : N or NM, N or NN p and MN p. See Subsection 2.4 for
the definitions of such operators. The characterizations are given either in
terms of the behavior of the Poisson kernel composed by  which is
Ž .analogous to Sarason’s condition Theorems 3.1, 3.5, 4.1, and 4.2 or by
Ž  .1 Ž .means of the pull-back measure    Theorems 5.3 and 5.4 .
Finally, in Section 6 we give a sufficient condition for C : MM to be
metrically compact and consider some examples. Throughout the paper,
Ž .we will assume  0  0 for the inducing self-map. This restriction is not a
serious one for questions to be addressed here, namely, metric bounded-
ness and metric compactness.
2. BACKGROUND MATERIAL
2.1. H p Spaces. We need two famous theorems on H p: the Burkhold-
erGundySilverstein Theorem and the nontangential complex maximal
  ptheorem. We refer to 9 for a good reference on H . For 0 p , the
Hardy space H p is the space of functions f holomorphic on D for which
1p
p
p f  sup f r d Ž . Ž .H Hž /
D0	r1
1p
p f  d   ,Ž . Ž .Hž /
D
 Ž . Ž .where f   lim f r is the radial limit which exists a.e. 
 D.r1
The famous theorem of Burkholder, Gundy, and Silverstein is as follows:
THEOREM A. If f u i is holomorphic on D and if
sup u r d   ,Ž . Ž .H
D 0	r1
then f
H 1.
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Ž .For 
 D and 0  1,   denotes the open convex hull of the
 4set   D in D. For a function f on D, the nontangential maximal
function N f is defined as
N f   sup f z : z
   . 4Ž . Ž . Ž . 
We recall the well-known nontangential complex maximal theorem for H p
 functions 9, Theorem II.3.1 .
THEOREM B. Let 0 p . Then for any 0  1 there exists a
Ž .positie constant C C  such that
1p
p p
p N f  d  	 C f , 	 f
H .Ž . Ž .H Hž /
D
2.2. Spaces N p, N, N, and M. For p 1, N p denotes the class of
functions f holomorphic on D for which
1p
p
p f  sup log 1 f r d   .Ž . Ž .Ž .N Hž /
D0	r1
If p 1, N p becomes an F-space, i.e., a complete topological vector
Ž .   ppspace with the invariant metric d f , g  f g . In this case, theNN
  pnonnegative functional f can also be expressed asN
1p
p
p f  log 1 f  d  ,Ž . Ž .Ž .N Hž /
D
 Ž . Ž .where f   lim f r is the radial limit which exists a.e. 
 D.r1
For p 1, N 1 N is the famous Nevanlinna class. It is not a topological
vector space because the scalar multiplication is not continuous, but it is a
Ž .  topological group with the invariant metric d f , g  f g . TheNN
 nonnegative functional f is known to have the representationN
 f  log 1 f  d   
 D ,Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .N H f
D
where 
 is the uniquely determined positive singular measure on D withf
respect to  . The unusual topological properties of N which come from
  the singular measure 
 are well studied in 25 . The Smirnov class N is af
closed subspace of N consisting of functions f in N for which
lim log 1 f r d   log 1 f  d  , orŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž . Ž .H H
r1 D D

 D  0.Ž .f
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   Unlike N, N is an F-space. See 9, 25 for more on N and N. Finally,
the class M consists of functions f holomorphic on D for which
 f  log 1Mf  d   ,Ž . Ž .Ž .M H
D
Ž .  Ž . where Mf   sup f r , 
 D, is the radial maximal function0	 r1
Ž .  of f. It becomes an F-space with the invariant metric d f , g  f g .MM
 See 1, 1114 for more on M. For these spaces, we have the containment
relations as in the Introduction. We also recall the following special case
  Ž  .of Theorem I of 14 with u log 1 f for functions f in M. This
corresponds to the limiting case of Theorem B as p 0.
THEOREM C. For any 0  1, there exists a positie constant C
Ž .C  such that
 log 1N f  d  	 C f , 	 f
M .Ž . Ž .Ž .H M
D
Ž .2.3. p-Carleson Measure. For 
 D and 0  1, W  denotes
the Carleson window:
i t i t W   re 
D : 1  r	 1 and e     .Ž .  4
A positive Borel measure on D will be called a p-Carleson measure if
 W Ž .Ž .
sup sup  ,p0 
D
and it will be called a anishing p-Carleson measure if
 W Ž .Ž .
lim sup  0.p0 
D
Ž .In the above definitions, the Carleson window W  can also be replaced
by another equivalent window
 Q   z
D : z   Ž .  4
 as we will do in what follows. See 7, 9 for more on Carleson measures.
2.4. Metric Boundedness and Metric Compactness. In a vector space X,
 a nonnegative functional f having the propertyX
Ž .  a f  0 iff f 0 andX
Ž .      b f g 	 f  gX X X
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Ž .  defines an invariant metric d , via d f , g  f g , f , g
 X. TheXX X
scalar multiplication may or may not be continuous in the topology
induced by the metric. For example, the scalar multiplication is not
 p Ž .continuous in N under d but it is continuous in N , M, and N p 1N
under the respective metrics. An operator T between two such spaces X
   and Y under the respective functionals  and  will be said to beX Y
 metrically bounded if there exists a positive constant K such that Tf 	Y
 K f , 	 f
 X. It will be said to be metrically compact if T maps everyX
   4closed ball B  f
 X  f 	 R about the origin in X into a relativelyXR
compact set in Y. The usual definition of compact operator requires that
Ž .one ball not necessarily every ball is mapped to a relatively compact set.
 See 6 . For the operators between normed linear spaces, metric compact-
ness is equivalent to compactness. In the present paper we are only
concerned with the metric compactness and metric boundedness of com-
position operators.
3. COMPOSITION OPERATORS FROM N OR N TO M
In this section the metric boundedness and metric compactness of
C : N or NM are characterized by means of the behavior of the
Poisson kernel composed by  which is analogous to Sarason’s condition
 20, 21, 26 . Sarason’s condition
2 21   1  0Ž . Ž .
S d   , 	
 DŽ . Ž .H 2 2
D      0Ž . Ž .
is known to be necessary and sufficient for C to be compact from N or
  N into itself 4, 6 . It is also known to be equivalent to the condition
 S    1 a.e. 
 D andŽ . Ž .
21  Ž .
d  is a continuous function of 
 D.Ž .H 2
D   Ž .
  Ž . Ž .See 5 . Compare condition S with condition 3.4 of Theorem 3.5. For
the metric boundedness of C from N or N to M, we have the following
theorem.
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Ž .THEOREM 3.1. For a holomorphic self-map  of D with  0  0, the
following conditions are equialent:
Ž .a C : NM is metrically bounded.
Ž . b C : N M is metrically bounded.
Ž .c
21  rŽ .
sup d  	 K , 	
 D.Ž .H 2ž /D   r0	r1 Ž .
Ž . Ž .Proof. a  b . Trivial.
Ž . Ž .b  c . Take the family of functions f with 
 D and 0	  1, 
in N, where
  z
f z  exp .Ž . ,  ž /  z
By the metric boundedness of C : NM, there exists a positive con-
stant K such that for any 
 D and for any 0	  1
21  rŽ .
3.1 sup d Ž . Ž .H 2ž /D   r0	r1 Ž .
    	 C f 	 K fM N  ,   , 
	 K 2 log 2 log f  d Ž . Ž .H  , ½ 5
D
 K 2 log 2 1 .Ž .
Ž .By Fatou’s Lemma applied to 3.1 , we have for any 
 D
21  rŽ .
3.2 sup d Ž . Ž .H 2ž /D   r0	r1 Ž .
21  rŽ .
	 lim inf sup d Ž .H 2ž /1 D   r0	r1 Ž .
	 K 2 log 2 1 ,Ž .
Ž .which is another form of c .
Ž . Ž .c  a . If f
N, then there exists a positive Borel measure  on Df
Ž .    such that  D  f and the Poisson integral P d is the leastNf f
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Ž  .harmonic majorant of log 1 f . Therefore,
21  zŽ .
log 1 f z 	 d  ,Ž . Ž .Ž . H f2
D   zŽ .
and hence
3.3Ž .
21  rŽ .
log 1M f  	 sup d  .Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž . H f2ž /D   r0	r1 Ž .
Ž . Ž .Applying Fubini’s Theorem to the integral of 3.3 with respect to d  ,
21  rŽ .
 f 	 sup d  d Ž . Ž .M H H f2ž /ž /D D   r0	r1 Ž .
 	 K D  K f .Ž . Nf
The following corollary is a direct consequence of Theorem 3.1.
Ž .1 1Ž .COROLLARY 3.2. If 1M 
 L D , then C : NM is metri-
cally bounded.
We recall that an inner function is a holomorphic self-map of D whose
radial limit has modulus one almost everywhere.
COROLLARY 3.3. If  is a nonconstant inner function, then C : NM
is not metrically bounded.
Proof. If C : NM is metrically bounded, Theorem 3.1 requires
that
21  rŽ .
sup d   .Ž .H 2ž /D 1  r0	r1 Ž .
By Theorem A, it follows that
1 
1
H .
1 
Ž  Ž .. Ž  Ž ..Since  is an inner function, the radial limit 1    1   is
purely imaginary a.e. 
 D. It is impossible unless  is constant.
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 The following example of Schwartz 22, p. 23 offers a non-inner map 
for which C fails to be metrically bounded. Note that it maps D
conformally onto a disk centered at the point 12 which touches D at the
point 1.
Ž . Ž . EXAMPLE 3.4. If  z  1 z 2, then C : N M is not metrically
bounded.
Proof. For 0	 	  , we set
2i 21  re 3 r  2 r cos Ž .
f r   .Ž . 2 2i 1 r  2 r cos 1  reŽ .
By a routine calculation, we see
2i1  reŽ .
sup  f 1 sin Ž .2i0	r1 1  reŽ .
2 2 sin  sin2  2 cos  2 sin  cos 
 22 2 sin  sin  2 cos  2 sin  cos 
2
 near  0.

Thus,
2i
1  re 2 dŽ .
sup d2  ,H H2i  200	r1 1  reŽ .
so that C : N M is not metrically bounded.
For the metric compactness of C we have the following theorem. The
condition of equi-absolute continuity of a family of measures  in the
following theorem is analogous to the YanagiharaNakamura condition
   for the compactness of C : N N 28 .
Ž .THEOREM 3.5. For a holomorphic self-map  of D with  0  0, the
following conditions are equialent:
Ž .a C : NM is metrically compact.
Ž .   Ž . b    1 a.e. 
 D and
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21  rŽ .
3.4 sup d Ž . Ž .H 2ž /D   r0	r1 Ž .
is a continuous function of 
 D.
Ž .   Ž .   4c    1 a.e. 
 D and the family of measures  : 
 D
defined by
21  rŽ .
3.5  E  sup d Ž . Ž . Ž .H 2ž /E   r0	r1 Ž .
is equi-absolutely continuous. That is, gien  0 there exists  0 such
Ž . Ž .that  E   , 	
 D wheneer  E   .
Ž . Ž . Ž .    Proof. a  b . Since C N MN ,   1 a.e. by the main
  Ž .theorem of 6 . Let  
 D with      and letn n
  zn
f z  exp .Ž .n ž /  zn
 Then f 	 2 log 2 1 and f  f uniformly on compact subsets ofN  n n
D with obvious notation for f . By the metric compactness of C , f   n
 Ž . f   0 n  . Therefore,M
log 1M f   log 1M f  dŽ .Ž . Ž .Ž .H  n
D
	 log 1 M f  M f  dŽ .Ž .H ž / n
D
	 log 1M f  f  dŽ .Ž .H  n
D
  f  f  0 n  .Ž .Mn
In particular, we have, by the Generalized Dominated Convergence Theo-
 rem 18, Theorem 16, p. 89 ,
log M f  d log M f  d n  .Ž .Ž .Ž .H H n
D D
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That is,
2 21  r 1  rŽ . Ž .
sup d sup d Ž .H H2 2ž /ž /D D   r   r0	r1 0	r1Ž . Ž .n
n Ž .
Ž .which shows the continuity of the integral 3.4 .
Ž . Ž .b  c . If not, there exist a sequence  
 D with    and ak k
Ž . Ž . Ž .sequence of Borel sets E such that  E  0 k  but  E  ck k  kk
 0, k 1, 2, 3, . . . . Note that
21  rŽ .
 E 	 supŽ . H k 2k ž /E    r0	r1 Ž .k k
21  rŽ .
 sup d Ž .2ž /  r0	r1 Ž .
  EŽ . k
 I  II .Ž . Ž .
Ž . Ž . Ž .Obviously, II   E  0 k  . Also, k
2 21  r 1  rŽ . Ž .
I 	 sup  sup d 0Ž . H 2 2ž /ž /D    r   r0	r1 0	r1Ž . Ž .k
k  ,Ž .
 Ž . Ž . Ž .by applying 19, p. 73, Ex. 1.7 b . Therefore,  E  0 k  . This kk
Ž . Ž .contradiction proves that b implies c .
Ž . Ž .   Ž .c  a . Suppose f 	 K , n 1, 2, . . . and f  0 n  uni-Nn n
  Ž .formly on compact subsets of D. We have to show f   0 n  .Mn
For each n, there exists a positive measure  whose Poisson integral isf n
Ž  . Ž .  the least harmonic majorant of log 1 f and  D  f . ByNn f nn
composing with  and taking sup, we have
21  rŽ .
log 1M f 	 sup d  .Ž . Ž .Ž . H f2 n
D   r0	r1 Ž .
By the equi-absolute continuity of  ’s, for given  0 there exists a
Ž . Ž . 0 such that  E   	
 D whenever  E   . Since M 1
a.e., there exist a positive  1 and a compact set F D such that
Ž . Ž . Ž .M    for any 
 F and  DF   . On F, M f  	n
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  Ž .sup f  0 n  and hence z 	  n
log 1M f  d 0 n  .Ž . Ž .Ž .H n
F
On DF, we have
log 1M f  dŽ .Ž .H n
D F
21  rŽ .
	 sup d  d Ž . Ž .H H f2 n
D D F   r0	r1 Ž .
 	  D   f 	 K .Ž . Nf nn
  Ž .Therefore, f   0 n  .Mn
Remark 3.6. It seems reasonable to conjecture that the metric com-
pactness of C : NM is equivalent to that of C : NM, but we 
could not prove it.
4. COMPOSITION OPERATORS FROM N OR N TO
p Ž .N p 1
In this section we consider the metric boundedness and metric compact-
 p Ž .ness of C : N or N N p 1 . They are also connected with the
behavior of the Poisson kernel composed with .
Ž .THEOREM 4.1. For a holomorphic self-map  of D with  0  0, the
following conditions are equialent:
Ž . pa C : NN is metrically bounded.
Ž .  pb C : N N is metrically bounded.
Ž .   Ž . c    1 a.e. 
 D and
p21  Ž .
d  	 K , 	
 D.Ž .H 2ž /D   Ž .
Ž . Ž .Proof. a  b . Trivial.
Ž . Ž . Ž .b  a . By hypothesis b , there exists a positive constant C such that
  p     f  	 C f 	 C fN N N 
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for f
N and 0  1. Thus
  p   p  f 	 lim inf f  	 C f ,N N N
1
Ž .which means a .
Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .    Ž . a  c . Since a implies C N N , we know that    1 a.e.
 by the main theorem of 6 . We also have a positive constant C such that
  p  C f 	 C f , 	 f
N.N N
Choose the family of functions f 
N as
 z
f z  exp , 
 D.Ž . ž / z
 Then f 	 2 log 2 1. Therefore,N
  pC 2 log 2 1  C fŽ . N 
1p
p   log f  dŽ .H ž /
D
1pp2 1 
 d .H 2ž / ž / D
Ž . Ž .This is c with K C 2 log 2 1 .
Ž . Ž . Ž .c  a . If f
N, there exists a positive measure  with  D f f
  Ž  .f whose Poisson integral is the least harmonic majorant of log 1 f .N
Composing with  and applying Jensen’s inequality, we have
p log 1 f dŽ .Ž .H
D
p2 1 p1	  D d d Ž . Ž .H Hf f2ž /  D D
pp1 p 	 K D d  K D  K f .Ž . Ž .H Nf f f
D
1 p
p   That is, C f 	 K f .N N
For the metric compactness we have the following theorem which is
analogous to Theorem 3.5.
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Ž .THEOREM 4.2. For a holomorphic self-map  of D with  0  0, the
following conditions are equialent:
Ž . pa C : NN is metrically compact.
Ž .   Ž . b    1 a.e. 
 D and the integral
p2 1 
4.1 dŽ . H 2ž /  D
is a continuous function of 
 D.
Ž .   Ž .   4c    1 a.e. 
 D and the family of measures  : 
 D
defined by
p2 1 
 E  dŽ . H 2ž /  E
is equi-absolutely continuous.
Ž . Ž . Ž . p    Proof. a  b . Since  N N N ,   1 a.e. by the main
  Ž .theorem of 6 . Let  
 D with    n  and letn n
  zn
f z  exp .Ž .n ž /  zn
 Then f 	 2 log 2 1 and f  f uniformly on compact subsets ofN  n n
D with obvious notation for f . By the metric compactness of C , f   n
 p Ž . f   0 n  . Since C is metrically bounded,N 
  p  C f 	 K f 	 K 2 log 2 1 , 	
 D.Ž .N N  
 Ž .Applying 19, p. 74, Ex. 24 b , we have
 p p   log 1 f   log 1 f  dŽ .Ž .H  n
D
p1	 2 p K 2 log 2 1Ž .Ž .
1p
p
     log 1 f   log 1 f  dŽ .Ž .H  nž /
D
p1	 2 p K 2 log 2 1Ž .Ž .
1pp
   log 1 f   f  dŽ .H ž / nž /
D
p1
p  2 p K 2 log 2 1 f  f   0 n  .Ž . Ž .Ž . N n
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In particular, we have
p    p   log 1 f  d log 1 f  d n  .Ž .Ž .Ž .H H n
D D
By the Generalized Dominated Convergence Theorem, it follows that
p p     log f  d log f  d n  .Ž .Ž .Ž .H H n
D D
That is,
p p2 2    1  1 
d d n  ,Ž .H H2 2 ž /ž /       D Dn
Ž .which shows the continuity of the integral 4.1 .
Ž . Ž .b  c . If not, there exist a sequence  
 D with    and ak k
Ž . Ž .sequence of Borel sets E  D such that  E  0 k  butk k
Ž . E  c 0, k 1, 2, . . . . Note that kk
p p2 2    1  1 
 E 	  d  EŽ . Ž .H k  k2 2 k ž /ž /       Ek k
 I  II .Ž . Ž .
Ž . Ž . Ž .Obviously, II   E  0 k  . Also, by another application of k
 Ž .  Ž .19, p. 74, Ex. 24 b and by applying 19, p. 73, Ex. 17 b , we have
p p2 2    1  1 
I 	  dŽ . H 2 2 ž /ž /       D k
1pp2 2    1  1 
p1	 2 pR  d  0 k  ,Ž .H 2 2    ž /    D k
where
1pp2 1 
R max d .H 2ž / 
D ž / D
Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Therefore  E  0 k  . This contradiction shows b  c . kk
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Ž . Ž .  c  a . Suppose f 	 K , n 1,2, . . . , and f  0 uniformly onN n
  p Ž .compact subsets of D. We have to show f   0 n  . For eachNn
Ž .  n, there exists a positive measure  with  D  f whose PoissonNf f nn n
Ž  .integral is the least harmonic majorant of log 1 f . Therefore,n
21  Ž .
log 1 f   	 d  , a.e. 
 D.Ž . Ž .Ž . Hn f2 n
D   Ž .
Ž .Given  0, choose  0 such that  E   	
 D whenever
Ž . E   . We can choose a positive number  1 and a compact set
  Ž .  Ž .F D such that     	
 F and  DF   . On DF,
Jensen’s inequality and the Fubini Theorem yield
p 4.2 log 1 f  dŽ . Ž .Ž .H n
D F
p2 1 p1	  D d d Ž . Ž .H Hf f2n nž /  D D F
  p1   p p	 f   d   f  	 K  .Ž .N H Nn f nn
D
On F, f  0 uniformly as n . Hencen
p 4.3 log 1 f  d 0 n  .Ž . Ž .Ž .Ž .H n
F
p  Ž . Ž . Ž .Therefore, f   0 n  by 4.2 and 4.3 .Nn
Remark 4.3. Again, it seems reasonable to conjecture that the metric
compactness of C : NN p is equivalent to that of C : NN p, but 
we could not prove it.
p Ž .5. COMPOSITION OPERATORS FROM M TO N p 1
In this section we give necessary and sufficient conditions for metric
boundedness and metric compactness of C : MN p. They are formu-
lated in terms of Carleson-measure conditions for the pull-back measure
 1Ž .   on D. A successful connection between pull-back measures
 and composition operators was first obtained by MacCluer 15 . Our
 derivation is based on her work on composition operators 7, 15 . We need
two lemmas on the estimate of the nontangential maximal function.
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LEMMA 5.1. If  is a p-Carleson measure on D with p 1, then there is
a positie constant C such thatp
1p  4  4 F   	 C  N F Ž . p 
for any continuous function F on D.
 4  4Proof. Set E  N F	  and O  N F   DE . The open    
set O is the union of at most countable disjoint open arcs J on D. We k
can easily check that
  4F    D    T J ,Ž . Ž .  k

E k
Ž .where T J is the tent over J , i.e.,k k
T J D   .Ž . Ž .k 
Jk
Since  is a p-Carelson measure, there exists a positive constant C suchp
Ž Ž ..1 p Ž .that  T J 	 C  J , k 1,2, . . . . Therefore, we havek p k
1p
1p1p  4 F   	  T J 	  T JŽ . Ž .Ž . Ž . Ž .Ý Ýk kž /
k
 4	 C  J  C  J  C  N F  .Ž . Ž .Ý p k p k p ž /
k k
LEMMA 5.2. If  is a p-Carleson measure on D with p 1, then there
exists a positie constant C such thatp
1p
p  log 1 f d 	 C log 1N f dŽ .Ž .H Hp ž /D D
for any f
M which is continuous on D.

Proof. We note that there exists a positive constant C such thatp
Ž . Ž 4.  log 1 t   N f t 	 C f 	 f
M andM p
  4 N f t
 f  dt .M H 1 t0
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Now, by an application of Lemma 5.1 we have
1p
p  log 1 f dŽ .Hž /D

p1log 1 tŽ .
  4 p  f  t dtH 1 t0

p1log 1 tŽ . pp  4	 p  C  N f t dtŽ .Hp 1 t0
  4 N f tp1 p  4 p  C log 1 t  N f t dtŽ . Ž .Ž .Hp  1 t0
  4 N f tp1 pp1 ˜˜ ˜   	 p  C  C f dt C f .M H Mp p p1 t0
The following theorems exhibit another usual connection of the compo-
Ž  .1sition operator C and the pull-back measure    .
Ž .THEOREM 5.3. For a holomorphic self-map  with  0  0, the follow-
ing conditions are equialent:
Ž . pa C : MN is metrically bounded.
Ž . Ž  .1b The pull-back measure  	    is a p-Carleson measure
on D.
Ž . Ž .Proof. a  b . Suppose 0  1 and 
 D. Take the family of
functions
  21 a
f z  exp ,Ž .a 2ž /1 azŽ .
Ž .where a 1   . Note that
  21 a
1g z 	 
HŽ .a 21 azŽ .
and
  21 a
1 5.1 g  sup d   1.Ž . Ž .H Ha 2 1 arD0	r1
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 Ž .   Ž .  Ž .Since f z 	 exp g z , by Theorem B with p 1 and 5.1 ,a a
   1log N f d	 N g d	 C g  C.H H H a  a a
D D
˜  Ž .Therefore, f 	 1 C	 C. By a , there exists a positive constant KNa
such that
˜ ˜p   C f 	 K f 	 KC	 K .N N a a
Therefore, we have
pp ˜  5.2 K  log f  dŽ . Ž .H a
D
p2 1 a
 Re dH 2ž /D 1 aŽ . 
p2 1 a
 Re d ,H 2ž /D 1 azŽ . 
Ž . Ž .where x max x, 0 .
We note that
  21 a
5.3 ReŽ . 2ž /1 azŽ .
22   1 a 1 a
 Re2 ž /1 az 1 aŽ .
22   1 a a 1 z aŽ .
 Re 1 2 ž /ž /   1 a a 1 aŽ .
  21 a 1 1
  2 2 2 1 aŽ .
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  Ž  . Ž .if 1 z  1 a   for some fixed   0, i.e., if z
Q  .0 0  0
Ž . Ž .Therefore, for any 
 D and any 0  1, we have by 5.2 and 5.3
p1 1
pK˜  d   Q  ,Ž .Ž .H    p p 0ž /2 2 Ž .Q  0
i.e.,
˜ p p ˜ p Q  	 K  2   	 K   .Ž .Ž .   p0
That is,  is a p-Carleson measure on D.
Ž . Ž .b  a . For f
M which is continuous on D, we have by Lemma 5.2
and Theorem C
1p
p
p   5.4 C f  log 1 f dŽ . Ž .N H ž /
D
1p
p   log 1 f dŽ .H ž /D
	 C log 1N f dŽ .Hp 
D
	 C  C log 1Mf dŽ .Hp
D
˜   C f .Mp
Ž . Ž . Ž .For f
M, set f z  f rz and apply the above estimate 5.4 to f to getr r
˜p   C f 	 C f .N M r p r
˜p   Let r 1 and get C f 	 C f . This completes the proof.N M p
Ž .THEOREM 5.4. For a holomorphic self-map  with  0  0, the follow-
ing conditions are equialent:
Ž . pa C : MN is metrically compact.
Ž . Ž  .1b The pull-back measure      is a anishing p-Carleson
measure on D.
Ž . Ž .Proof. a  b . Suppose 
 D and 0  12. Take the family
of functions
  21 a
 f z  1 a exp ,Ž . Ž .a 2ž /1 azŽ .
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Ž .where a 1   . Clearly, f  0 uniformly on compact subsets of Da
 as a  1. As in the proof of Theorem 5.3, there exists a positive constant
    pC such that f 	 C. The compactness of C requires that C f  0M Na   a
 as a  1. Again as in the proof of Theorem 5.3, there exists   0 such0
Ž .that if z
Q  then 0
  21 a 1
Re  ,2ž / 21 azŽ .
and hence
  21 a
    5.5 log f z  log 1 a exp ReŽ . Ž . Ž .a 2ž /1 azŽ .
1
 log  exp .ž /2
Ž .Therefore, we have by 5.5
1p
p
p   5.6 C f  log f  dŽ . Ž .N H a až /
D
1p
p log f z d zŽ . Ž .Ž .H a ž /D
1p
p log f z d zŽ . Ž .Ž .H a ž /Ž .Q  0
1 1p log  exp   Q Ž .Ž .ž /  0ž /2
  pfor any 
 D and any 0  12. Since C f  0 as  0 andN a
1 1
lim  log  exp  ,ž /2 20
Ž .5.6 implies that
 Q Ž .Ž .  0lim  0p0
uniformly on  . That is,  is a vanishing p-Carleson measure on D.
Ž . Ž .b  a . Suppose that  is a vanishing p-Carleson measure on D.
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Then
 Q   o  p uniformly on 
 DŽ . Ž .Ž . 
or
 W   o  p uniformly on 
 D.Ž . Ž .Ž . 
Given  0, we can choose   0 such that0
 W  	  p , 	
 D , 		  .Ž .Ž .  0

   4Let  be the restriction of  on the set B 1   z 	 1 , i.e.,  0 
Ž . Ž . E   E B for Borel sets ED. Then we can easily show that   
1 pŽ Ž ..  is a p-Carleson measure with  W  	 2 . Now, suppose f M  n
	 K  for all n 1, 2, . . . and f  f uniformly on compact subsets ofn
D as n . It is easy to see f
M and so f
N p by Theorem 5.3.
Now, we write
p p
p f  f  log 1 f  f   d Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .N Hn n
D
p log 1 f z  f z d zŽ . Ž . Ž .Ž .H n 
D
   I  II .Ž . Ž .H H
Ž . Ž .D 1 D 1 D0 0
Ž . Ž .Since f  f uniformly on 1  D as n , the integral II tends ton 0
0 as n . From the proof of Lemma 2, we know that there exists a
positive constant C such thatp

p  I  log 1 f  f dŽ . Ž .H n 
D
ppp p 	 C  f  f 	 C  2 K  .Ž .Mp n p
Since  0 was arbitrary, we see that f  f in N p as n .n
Therefore, C is metrically compact.
6. COMPOSITION OPERATORS ON M
The compactness of C on N or N into itself was shown to be
2  equivalent to the compactness of C of H into itself 6 . But not much is
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known on the composition operators on M into itself. The automorphism
of D is known to induce a metrically bounded operator on M by Theorem
 B 10, 14 . We do not have any reasonable condition on  for C : MM
to be metrically bounded or to be metrically compact and we propose the
following
Problem 6.1. Characterize such a holomorphic self-map  of D for
which C is metrically bounded or metrically compact on M.
As in the cases of H p, N, and N, the following example of Schwartz
induces a metrically bounded composition operator C : MM which is
not metrically compact.
Ž . Ž .EXAMPLE 6.2. If  z  1 z 2, then C : MM is metrically
bounded, but not metrically compact.
i t Ž i .  Ž i . Proof. If we set e   e   e , then
2 i 1 cos  eitŽ .
d dti i t2 ie  sin  e
and so
6.1 d	 2 1 cos  dt	 4 dt .Ž . Ž .
By the mapping property of , we see
6.2 M f ei 	N f eit .Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .12
Ž . Ž .By 6.1 , 6.2 , and Theorem C, we have

ilog 1M f e d2Ž . Ž .Ž .H


i t	 log 1N f e 4 dt2Ž .Ž .H 12


i t	 4C log 1Mf e dt2 .Ž .Ž .H

That is, C is metrically bounded. To show that C is not metrically 
 compact, take as in 16
1
f z  , n 1, 2, 3, . . . .Ž . nn nn 1 zŽ .
Clearly, f 
M and f  0 uniformly on compact subsets of D as n 0.n n
By a tedious but routine computation, we can show
 1	 f 	 log 2 12.Mn
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n Ž .    n   Since f  2 f z , f   2 f  f  1 0. There-M M Mn n n n n
  Ž .fore, f   0 n  , so that C is not metrically compact.Mn 
For the metric compactness, we have the following sufficient condition.
Ž .1 1Ž .THEOREM 6.3. If 1M 
 L D , then C : MM is metrically
compact.
ŽProof. We first show that C is metrically bounded. We recall log 1
 Ž . .   Ž  .  f z 	 2 f  1 z 11 . By composing with , we haveM
 log 1 f  r 	 2 f  1  rŽ . Ž .Ž . Ž .Ž . M
 	 2 f  1M  , 
 DŽ .Ž .M
and so
2
   f 	 f d  .Ž .M MH 1M Ž .D
 Therefore, C is metrically bounded. Now, suppose f 	 K , n 1,M n
2, . . . , and f  f uniformly on compact subsets of D as n . Asn
before we see f
M. To show C f  C f in M, we note that n 
log 1M f  	 2 K 1MŽ . Ž .Ž .n
and
log 1M f 	 2 K 1M .Ž . Ž .Ž .
Hence
log 1M f  f  	 log 1M f   log 1M fŽ . Ž . Ž .Ž .Ž . Ž .Ž .n n
	 4K 1M .Ž .
Ž .Since M   1 a.e. 
 D and, for such  , f  f uniformly on then
 Ž . 4 Ž .compact set K   r : 0	 r	 1 , we have M f  f  0 a.e.Ž  . n
Ž Ž . .
 D as n  and so log 1M f  f   0 pointwise a.e. 
n
D. By the Dominated Convergence Theorem,
 C f  C f 	 log 1M f  f  d 0Ž .Ž .M H n  n
D
as n .
The conformal map  of the following example maps D into a nontan-
gential region D with vertex at the point 1, whose boundary curves makes
an angle 4 at 1 with the unit interval. As in the case of Hardy spaces it
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is shown to induce a metrically compact composition operator C : MM
by use of Theorem 6.3.
'Ž .EXAMPLE 6.4.  z  1 1 z induces a metrically compact opera-
tor C : MM.
Ž . Ž .Proof. For some 0  1,  D   1 . Thus
21  z 	  1  z .Ž . Ž .Ž .
Therefore,
1 1 1 
	     .2 122 1  z 1  z  Ž . Ž .Ž . 1 z1  zŽ .
Hence, by a routine calculation we have
12
1 1
	 2
 ž /1M  inf 1 rŽ .
0	r1
2
 , 0   2,12  sin 
i  1,   2  e .Ž .
1 1Ž . Ž .Therefore, 1M 
 L D and so C is metrically compact.
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